Webcast Overview

Intrado Studio Webcasts make it easier than ever to present live and on-demand programs using audio or video. The presenter interface was designed from the ground up with ease of use in mind, so that anyone can go live within minutes.

Setup Tools
- Adjust video and audio quality
- Send announcements
- Health monitoring

Audience View
- Real-time view of audience experience

Slides
- Thumbnail previews of slides

Screen sharing
- Single-click sharing
- No plug-ins required

Sources
Intrado Studio Webcasts offer audio or video

Webcast Presenter Experience

For more information about Intrado Studio, please visit www.inxpo.com/webcasts, email us at contactus@inxpo.com or call us at (312) 962-3708.
Broadcast Overview

Intrado Studio Broadcasts put the power of video at your fingertips. The presenter interface keeps you organized and allows for seamless switching between multiple video sources, slide content, screen sharing and live updates on audience interaction.

Setup Tools
- Adjust video and audio quality
- Send announcements
- Scene designer
- Lower thirds
- Health monitoring

Audience View
- Real-time view of audience experience

Slides
- Thumbnail previews of slides

Sources
- Combine and switch between:
  - Cameras or webcams
  - Video conferencing
  - Audio conferencing
  - Pre-recorded content
  - Picture-in-picture

Screen Sharing
- Single-click sharing
- No plug-ins required